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When a timber building gets disassembled and its elements either are burned or
biodegrade, the carbon stored in the timber structure gets released to the atmosphere
as CO2. Reusing timber elements prevents this process from happening and thus
delays the globalwarming caused by greenhouse gas emissions. Even if there is a long
historic tradition of timber reuse in Switzerland, currently a low fraction of a timber
building’s elements is being reused after its disassembly. In this study, strategies that
could facilitate circular use of timber elements are analyzed. The focus lies on the
design process, which is investigated from twoperspectives: strategies at the start-of-
life of buildings to enable new timber element cycles to emerge (design for
disassembly, or DforD), and strategies at the end-of-life of buildings to keep
existing timber elements cycles closed (design from disassembly, or DfromD). Two
case studies of recently completedmulti-story timber-hybrid buildings in Switzerland
were analyzed from both perspectives. Regarding DforD, a scoring system was
developed that assesses single elements according to their disassembly and reuse
potential. Regarding DfromD, a building design optimization tool was created that
takes dimensional design tolerances of a building as an input and proposes a
procurement-optimized and structurally safe arrangement of reused elements,
which are taken from an inventory that is based on the two case studies. It was
found that connections between reinforced concrete and timber parts play a crucial
role in terms of DforD and that building layouts with DfromD elements may vary
widely according to the chosenoptimization variable. In conclusion, both applications
have the potential to scale up the competitiveness of reused elements.
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1 Introduction

The use of timber elements in construction has increased in the
last years and is projected to continue growing in the next 25 years
(Peng et al., 2023). When a timber building gets disassembled and its
elements either are burned or biodegrade, the carbon that was
captured by photosynthesis and stored in the wood biomass
(commonly referred to as biogenic carbon) gets released back
into the atmosphere (Prentice et al., 2001; Andersen et al., 2021).
In practice, these processes could be deferred considerably by an
integrated design approach that considers keeping elements in place
(preservation), reusing the elements for multiple building life cycles,
and recycling elements instead of disposal (Stricker et al., 2021), thus
reducing resource consumption, waste production, as well as
delaying the global warming caused by GHG emissions.

Despite a long historic tradition of timber reuse in Switzerland
(Meier, 2021), designing with reused building elements for new
construction projects gets applied by only very few actors (Salza and
Matériuum, 2020). A pioneer case study (K.1181, extension on an
existing storage building, which was largely designed with reused
elements) demonstrates the effects of designing with reused building
elements: while it can be beneficial in terms of environmental
impacts because the embodied emissions of materials from
building life cycle phases A1 to A3 (resource extraction,
transport, fabrication) and C3 and C4 (waste treatment, disposal)
are majorly omitted, economic costs can increase due to the non-
standard design process (Stricker et al., 2021).

Timber elements have a large potential to be reused, because
contemporary timber construction is characterized as a lightweight
technique (Cristescu et al., 2020), where mostly dry (non-glued or
non-welded) connections are used (Klinge et al., 2019), which makes
the elements easier to assemble, disassemble, and transport. Further,
the current large degree of prefabrication in timber construction
leads to adequate documentation and traceability of the utilized
elements (Müller and Moser, 2022). Limitations in comparability
due to large differences in environmental impacts of element reuse
depending on the chosen assessment method have yet to be
overcome (De Wolf et al., 2020). Regarding environmental
assessment of reuse practices with timber structures, two
different problems can be distinguished: the assessment of reused
building elements in multiple use phases, and the assessment of
biogenic carbon.

Tools to overcome this existing lack of data, such as the creation of
material passports, which enable the tracking of elements throughout
their life cycles, are currently being developed (Honic et al., 2019).While
data collection of building elements and material passports gain
attention (Honic et al., 2019), the reuse design process is less
regarded (Çimen, 2021), and there is a lack of technical criteria to
define circular design (Attia and Al-Obaidy, 2021). Such design
strategies for element reuse can be understood from two
perspectives: Upstream strategies promote design principles that
enable the future reuse of new elements over multiple use cycles,
while downstream strategies attempt to simplify the process of
integrating reusable elements in new building designs (Piccardo and

Hughes, 2022). In the present study, the two strategy types are
summarized by the terms design for disassembly (DforD; upstream)
and design from disassembly (DfromD; downstream). DforD is mainly
characterized by the reversibility of connections (Ottenhaus et al., 2023).
Three studies dealing with more differentiated indicators and scoring
systems to assess the reuse potential were identified and serve as a basis
for the present study (Thormark, 2001; Hradil et al., 2017; Pozzi, 2020).
Hradil et al. (2017) developed an indicator that assesses the reusability of
steel elements; Pozzi (2020) developed a DforD scoring system but
limited his work on different timber connection types; and Thormark
(2001) investigated an assessment method based on limited factors
(working risks, time expenditure, tool requirements, accessibility of the
connections, and damage to the elements caused by disassembly) that do
not include a high level of detail and are not weighted against each other.

As a counterpart of DforD, DfromD includes matching reusable
elements with designs of new projects. Digital databases that include a
broad range of elements available for reuse might change the
workflow for the design with reused building elements (Condotta
and Zatta, 2021). Digital tools could support designers in the decision-
making process and thereby enhance the process. Some examples of
digital tools that enhance designs with reused elements and balance
their environmental and economic impacts already exist (Brütting,
2020; Kim and Kim, 2020), but they have mainly been studied in the
context of structural steel elements. Tomczak et al. (2023) developed a
matching algorithm that assigns reusable elements to a given design.
However, their tool does not optimize the geometry of that design
according to the element availability.

The goal of the present study is to contribute to a better timber
element reuse by elaborating on the potential of both DforD and
DfromD strategies. For each of the perspectives, a practical method
was developed, with potential applications for circular practices with
timber elements. First, a scoring system to assess timber elements in
new designs according to their DforD usability was created. Second,
an optimization tool to facilitate the early-project-stage integration
of DfromD elements was developed. In particular, the DforD score
grades the reusability of single elements according to a set of
technical indicators from the product and design. The DfromD
optimization tool matches reusable elements from a stock with a
design input that includes certain dimensional tolerances and is
limited to a simple column/beam structure. Within this matching
process, the building layout is optimized according to the available
elements. Structural analysis of the individual elements, which
defines the maximum heights (for columns) and spans (for
beams and slabs), is included in the optimization. Both practical
methods were based on the same two case studies from Switzerland.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Case studies and general method

The two case studies are modern residential timber-hybrid
buildings in the Swiss city of Winterthur, shown in Figure 1.
Project sue&til2 was completed in 2018 for the client Allianz

1 https://zirkular.net/projekte/316-k118-kopfbau-halle-118 2 https://www.timbatec.com/chde/holzbau/referenzen/1511-sue-til.php
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Suisse. Two architects, weberbrunner architected ag and Soppelsa
Architekten GmbH, were involved in the planning. In total, the
project consists of 20 houses, from which the data of the first floor of
building part SA77 + SA79 was included in the present study. The
floor space of sue&til is 59,245 m2, and the total building volume is
178,850 m3. In the second project Krokodil3, which was built for
multiple clients and completed in 2021, the architect was
Baumberger & Stegmeier AG. The building has dimensions of
106 × 65 × 25 m and a courtyard of 2,000 m2, and it includes a
total number of 248 flats. In the present study, the building part
GAIWO was considered. For both projects, Timbatec
Holzbauingenieure AG designed the timber construction and
provided the data used in this study.

A major difference between the two case study buildings lies in
the sequence of their construction processes. In sue&til, the glued
laminated timber (GLT) slabs and timber frame walls were
assembled on site after the completion of the reinforced concrete
(RC) cores, whereas in Krokodil, the column/beam structure and the
slab elements were pre-assembled, and timber boards served as a
formwork for the later poured RC cores.

Each approach (DforD score and DfromD optimization tool)
used a subset of the structural elements of the case study buildings
(Figure 1, bottom). In particular, the DforD score assessed slabs,

outer walls, and beams, and the DfromD optimization considered
columns, beams, and slabs. The two independent approaches are
thus connected by a consistent stock of elements (see Figure 2). Both
an analysis for future reuse and tools for present reuse help ensure
that the buildings elements will flow back to the element stock at the
building’s end-of-life. The detailed methods of the DforD score and
DfromD optimization tool are described in the following sections
2.2 and 2.3.

2.2 DforD score

Prior to the score development, the mass fractions of the
different element types were calculated for both case studies to
identify the relevant proportions of the considered elements. To
assess the single elements’ DforD characteristics, a score was
established based on a synthesis of previously developed scoring
systems by Hradil et al. (2017), Pozzi (2020), and Thormark (2001).
In Figure 3, an overview of the new scoring system is presented. A
review of the previous works resulted in four categorically
different indicators to describe the DforD potential on
different levels of hierarchy: reusability, structural connections,
damages during disassembly, and accessibility/independence.
Based on this finding, a model is proposed for two levels of
analysis: level 1 for general design (reusability), and level 2, which
is a sublevel of level 1, for operation of dismantling and joints
(structural connections, damages during disassembly, and
accessibility/independence).

FIGURE 1
Project pictures of the finished buildings (top) and illustrative floor plans with considered element types (bottom) of sue&til, building part SA77 +
SA79 (left) and Krokodil, building part GAIWO (right).

3 https://www.timbatec.com/chde/holzbau/referenzen/1968-Lokstast-
Krokodil.php
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Starting from the more general indicator of reusability, Hradil
et al.’s (2017) subcategories for the assessment of the reusability of
steel structures are extended with a subcategory for the moisture class
(service class in Eurocode), accounting for the degradation of timber.
Next, the reusability indicator’s subcategory disassemblability of level
1 is subdivided into the operational indicators of level 2. This implies
that the scores achieved for the operational indicators result in a
cumulated score for the disassemblability, and thus influence the
overall score of the reusability as well. At level 2, the subcategories of
the indicator structural connections were derived from the work of
Pozzi (2020), excluding the subcategory for financial costs. Both
indicators damages during disassembly and accessibility/
independence were supported by the disassembly assessment
method proposed by Thormark (2001), and thus reflect the factors
of working risks, time expenditure, tool requirements, accessibility of
the connections, and damage to the elements caused by disassembly.

The weighting of each indicator and subcategory is conducted
using a normalization approach (in which all indicators/
subcategories are rated from zero to one) to transform previous
quantitative indicators/subcategories derived from the literature to
the new system. For every indicator/subcategory, a score closer to
zero implies a more negative assessment (e.g., an element gets more
damaged during disassembly), while a score closer to one implies a

more positive assessment (e.g., an element gets less damaged during
disassembly). The numbers in Figure 3 represent the weighting
factors of each indicator/subcategory with respect to the overlying
indicator/subcategory, e.g., the score for the disassemblability is
calculated by the cumulation of 2/4 (=50%) of the score for
structural connections, 1/4 (=25%) of the score for damages
during disassembly, and 1/4 (=25%) of the score for accessibility/
independence. This cumulated score results in a normalized number
(from zero to one) as well. The new subcategory moisture class is
proposed to have a significant weighting impact (one-third of total
reusability indicator), as the time-dependent change in material
properties of wood may vary considerably under different climatic
conditions (Ehrhart et al., 2021). The normalization procedures and
associated assumptions are summarized below.

• Moisture class: Consideration of three classes according to SN
505265:2012 (SIA, 2012) which correspond to the service
classes of Eurocode 5 resulting in a range from 0 (moisture
class 3), 0.5 (moisture class 2), to 1 (moisture class 1).

• Structural connections: Transformation of the initial weighting
system for each subcategory by Pozzi (2020) from 1 (low
DforD suitability) to 4 (high DforD suitability), which was
adapted to the range of 0–1 with three intervals.

FIGURE 2
Relationship between DforD and DfromD, with the detailed workflow of the DfromD optimization tool (bottom); SOL = start-of-life; EOL = end-of-
life.
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• Degree of damage weighted by surface: Definition of five
intervals from 0 (total), 0.2 (high), 0.4 (medium high), 0.6
(medium low), 0.8 (low), to 1 (none).

• Handling during disassembly: Definition of a range from 0
(heavy machines are required to disassemble the element) to 1
(element is easily disassemblable by one person by hand).

• Adjacent elements: Based on the ratio of adjacent elements
that need to be removed to access the considered element on a
reverse scale (1 minus ratio). Additionally, the requirement of
heavy machinery (not possible by hand or hand-held
machinery) is considered by applying a factor 0.5; e.g.,
2 out of 5 adjacent elements (1 − 0.4 = 0.6) need to be
removed by heavy machinery: score = 0.6 × 0.5 = 0.3.

To apply the scoring system, two illustrative floors (see
Figure 1) were used: the first floor of the building part SA77 +
SA79 at sue&til; and the standard floor (first to fourth floors) of
the building part GAIWO at Krokodil. Slabs, outer walls, and
beams were the only element types that were assessed. Other
elements (e.g., inner walls, columns) were considered as less
relevant, because they are almost identical in the two case studies.
In the case study sue&til, different product layouts within the
assessed element types were considered individually. For both
case studies, the different connection types (e.g., glued or
screwed) of one element type to its adjacent elements were
considered. The option of cutting off elements next to the
connections was not considered in the assessment, so the
disassembled elements retain their maximum dimensions.

Returning to the starting point of the proposed scoring system
based on literature by Hradil et al. (2017), Pozzi (2020), and
Thormark (2001), the interpretation of the quantitative results
proposes a linear increase in utility with increasing results. For

the reusability indicator, the predefined range is then discretized into
intervals to qualitatively assess the results (0 corresponding to
“impossible”, 0.5 corresponding to “somewhat easy”,
1 corresponding to “very easy” to reuse). Along these lines, we
propose a threshold value of 0.5 for the aggregated reusability
indicator above which reuse should be considered a viable
option. Scores below this threshold would indicate that the effort
for the element reuse is potentially larger than its benefit and thus
strategies such as recycling or energy recovery would need to be
considered. For results ranging from 0.5 to 1, we propose an
interval-based interpretation of the required reuse effort from
0.5 to 0.67 (large); 0.67 to 0.83 (medium); 0.83 to 1 (small).

2.3 DfromD optimization tool

The DfromD optimization tool was implemented using the
Grasshopper visual programming environment, using Rhino for
visualization, using a design model with parametric controls, and
data on the stock of available elements. The goal of the DfromD
optimization tool, more specifically the user interface in Grasshopper, is
to match reusable elements from the case study inventory to a new
design, which is optimized according to the stock availability. Initially,
the tool creates a baseline design with the assumption of new elements
from default values for a set of user-supplied design parameters (design
called baseline new). Each parameter is also assigned an acceptable
range, from the tool user’s point of view, it could be altered to. Each
design produced by tweaking the parameters was evaluated on its
viability to be realized with reused elements, by solving a cutting stock
problem (CSP) between its elements and the case study inventory. On
top of the normal objective to minimize cut off waste, each problem
formulation contains additional constraints produced from a structural

FIGURE 3
Overview of DforD score: (Level 1) Indicators of reusability, (Level 2) Indicators of subcategory disassemblability. The numbers represent weighting
factors of each indicator and subcategory. Reusability was derived from Hradil et al. (2017), adding the subcategory moisture class, and structural
connectionswas derived from Pozzi (2020), excluding the costs subcategory. Thormark (2001) highlighted the importance of two procedural indicators:
damages during disassembly and accessibility/independence.
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analysis of the design iteration. This ensures each design element is only
fulfilled by viable stock elements. When fulfilled entirely with reused
elements, this creates the next design analysis case, with the baseline
design parameters but a different procurement (design called baseline
reuse). From here, a multi-objective optimization (MOO) algorithm is
used to alter the design to simultaneously minimize the cut-off waste,
mass, and difference from the baseline design, returning designs that are
Pareto-optimal for these variables (design called optimized reuse). As
each parameter has an independent range, a minimal functional unit
could be defined based on floor area, above which a design iteration is
considered a valid alternative. The baseline new, baseline reuse, and
selections from the optimized reuse designs are then compared.

2.3.1 Element stock
Timber elements from the two case studies sue&til and Krokodil

were used as the tool’s hypothetical inventory (Timbatec, 2019). The
element types considered in the scope of this tool are columns, which
are split up into inner and outer, as well as beams and slabs. Inner
column elements were included from both case studies, whereas outer
column elements were only present in sue&til. Project Krokodil
consists of load-bearing wall elements at the envelope, which were
not considered for the inventory. To enable a one-dimensional
optimization of the slab elements, the customary element width
was set to 0.6 m, which corresponds to the standardized width of
sue&til’s slab elements. The slab elements of Krokodil on the other
hand have a wide variety in widths and thus were not considered. In
Table 1, the number of elements and the domain of the lengths, which
are corresponding to the heights of columns and to the spans of beams
and slabs, are listed for every element type.

2.3.2 Design input
Six design parameters were used to generate the test design (see

Table 2). The building type, column radius and slab thickness are set by

the user initially and are considered constants in the structural analysis
and design visualization. For the baseline new and baseline reuse
scenarios, the default design values are set as the median of each
parameter range. The outcome of optimized scenarios starting from
default design values closer to either extreme was not studied here.

2.3.3 Structural constraints
To ensure that the reusable elements still meet the normative

requirements in their new placement situation, structural
constraints were formulated for all element types. For the sake of
simplicity and for illustrative purposes, only ultimate limit state
constraints of members are considered in the present study, while
serviceability limit state constraints, such as deflections of timber
beams and slabs, which are governing in some cases, are ignored.
Also, for the same reasons, no connections are designed, as a suitable
connection system can always be adapted to existing members. The
design system calculates the structurally maximum valid and useable
length of each stock piece (e.g., the height of a column or the span of
a beam) and determines whether each target design part type is
realizable from it. This is applied by the CSP solver as an additional
constraint on how each piece is cut.

All the considered elements are made of softwood GLT.
Regarding the strength class according to SN 505265:2012
(SIA, 2012), GL24h was assumed for every element, even
though there were individual beams and slabs with higher
strengths (GL32h). This is a structurally conservative
assumption. The relevant considered strength parameters on
design level with a moisture content of 12% are the
compressive (fc,0,d = 14.5 N/mm2), bending (fm,d = 16.0 N/
mm2) and shear strength (fv,d = 1.8 N/mm2).

The loads acting on the individual element types were formulated in
parametric form to consider the current design parameters and
individual element dimensions (see Table 3). Three load types were
considered according to SN 505261:2014 (SIA, 2014): self-weight,
superimposed load and live load. For the columns, these were
formulated as point loads [kN] and for the beam and slab elements
as line loads [kN/m]. Self-weight was based on either the volume for
columns or the cross-sectional area for beams and slabs, using a density
of 4.39 kN/m3 for GLT (KBOB, 2022). However, since the self-weight
makes up only a small share of the total loads, the initial stock lengths
were taken for the calculation of the column’s volumes and there is no
recalculation for each design iteration.

The superimposed and live load types also include design geometry
parameters in their formulation. Since the slabs are supported by beams,
which in turn are supported by the columns, the self-weight (sw in
Table 3) of the slab acts as a superimposed load on the other elements.

TABLE 1 Element types in stock with number of elements per case study (Nsue&til/NKrokodil), total number of elements (ΣiNi), and domain of the element lengths in
meters (from minimum to maximum within every element type).

Element type Nsue&til [-] NKrokodil [-] ∑
i

Ni [-] L domain [m]

Inner column 15 346 361 [2.42;. . .;4.02]

Outer column 186 - 186 [2.88;. . .;3.44]

Beam 26 85 111 [0.51;. . .;12.91]

Slab 382 - 382 [1.74;. . .;7.12]

TABLE 2 Design parameters with dimensional tolerances.

Design parameter Tolerances

Column spacing x-direction [m] 3.00 to 4.00

Column spacing y-direction [m] 3.50 to 4.50

Extent x-direction [-] 2 to 3

Extent y-direction [-] 2 to 3

Room height [m] 2.40 to 2.60

Number of stories [-] 2 to 3
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The superimposed load for timber slabs is 2 kN/m2 based on
manufacturer data (Lignatur AG, 2022). The share of this load is
calculated including the column spacing parameters in the design (spx,
spy). All outer columns are calculated as half the load of inner columns,
for simplicity.

The column elements carry the loads of all the overlying stories
and not just the ones of the present floor as it is for the beams and
slabs. Therefore, the characteristic value of the loads acting on one
column was multiplied by the number of stories to represent the
loads on the lowest floor, which is the critical one from a structural
perspective. To avoid further differentiation, this maximum value
was taken for the columns on every floor, which is again a
structurally conservative assumption. To include the uncertainty
factors and transform the loads from characteristic level to design
level, Formula 1 was used according to SN 505260:2013 (SIA, 2013).
The permanent loads are considered with a factor of 1.35 and the live
load with 1.5.

Formula 1: Total load on design level.

Ed � 1.35 × self-weight + superimposed load( ) + 1.5 × live load

For every element type, the material properties and loads were
combined in a limit condition. The limiting failure state of a column
was assumed to be the buckling under axial compression force. For a
beam or slab element, both failure under bending and shear stress
were considered as limit conditions. The dimensional limits
associated with these force limits were determined by plotting
loads across the relevant dimensional ranges, and geometrically
determining their intersection with the limit condition. The results
of this study are limited to these specific load cases and are not valid
for any other ones (e.g., earthquake).

Formula 2 represents the limit condition for a column element. It is
formulated by themultiplication of the buckling reduction factor (based
on SN 505265:2012 (SIA, 2012), Section 4.2.8) with the compressive
strength, followed by the subtraction of the effective axial stress, which
results in a value that needs to be greater than or equal to 0. Since the
column connections were considered as fixed supports, the buckling
length was reduced to 50% of the effective length.

Formula 2: Limit condition for column element under axial
compression.

0.5 × 1 + 0.1 × λrel − 0.3( ) + λrel
2( ) + ������������������������������������

0.5 × 1 + 0.1 × λrel − 0.3( ) + λrel
2( )( )2 − λrel

2
√( )−1

× fc,0,d − Ed

a × b
≥ 0; λrel �

0.5 × l

0.289 × a
20 × π

Since there are many different load configurations within the
stock due to the high variety in column lengths, only the largest load
configuration per cross-section type is considered.

Concerning the beam and slab elements, the limit conditions
for both bending and shear stress are stated in Formula 3 and
Formula 4 and correspond to sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.5 in SN
505265:2012 (SIA, 2012), respectively. The maximum bending
stress appears in the middle of the span. It is given by the
division of the effective bending moment (Md = (Ed × l2) ⁄ 8) and
the section modulus ((Wy = w × h2) ⁄ 6), where w stands for the
cross-section width and h for the cross-section height. The
maximum shear stress appears at the supports and is given
by the term 1.5 × Vd ⁄ ((w × h)), where the effective shear force is
Vd = Ed × l ⁄ 2.

Formula 3: Limit condition for beam and slab element under
bending.

fm,d − 0.75 ×
Ed × l2

w × h2
≥ 0

Formula 4: Limit condition for beam and slab element under
shear.

fv,d − 0.75 ×
Ed × l

w × h
≥ 0

For the beam and slab elements every load configuration is
considered. These do not depend on the element lengths, as the loads
are given per meter, but only on the cross-sectional areas, which
remain constant over time.

2.3.4 Cutting stock problem (CSP)
The CSP is solved as an integer-linear programming (ILP)

problem, using Python-MIP (version 1.13) as the solver interface
and the Grasshopper Hops plugin (version 0.13.1) to
communicate between software. Since 1D and 2D cutting
stock problems are formulated differently for the solver, the
two-dimensional slab elements are simplified. A predominant
width of 0.6 m was chosen from the stock as a standard, allowing
the pieces to be considered by their differing 1D lengths. The slab
shapes of each design iteration are then tiled into individual
parts. Each slab is initially divided to span across the shorter
column spacing direction (or in line with the longer building
extent if equal). These are then divided along their length by the
standardized width from the stock, to define a size and number of
required parts. The ILP solver returns a matching between the
stock and design iteration with the cut-off waste minimized
(being the unused portions of any stock pieces from which
design pieces were cut). Even though Brütting et al. (2020)
showed that a mix between reused and new elements could
lead to the lowest environmental impact, only the case of
100% reused elements was considered in the present study.

TABLE 3 Load types for every element type on characteristic level.

Element type Self-weight Superimposed load Live load

Inner column [kN] V × 4.39 kN/m3 spx × spy × (2 kN/m2 + swslab) spx × spy × factorlive load

Outer column [kN] V × 4.39 kN/m3 0.5 × spx × spy × (2 kN/m2 + swslab) 0.5 × spx × spy × factorlive load

Beam [kN/m] A × 4.39 kN/m3 min(spx; spy) × (2 kN/m2 + swslab) min(spx; spy) × factorlive load

Slab [kN/m] A × 4.39 kN/m3 0.6m × 2 kN/m2 0.6m × factorlive load
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2.3.5 Multi-objective optimization (MOO)
The design model is optimized across three goals: minimizing

the cut-off waste, mass, and difference from the baseline design. The
MOO runs using the Grasshopper plugin Octopus (version 0.4).
Using the parameters and limits described in Table 2 as the genome,
its objective values are derived from the CSP matching output, the
geometry of the generated model, and the state of the genome itself.
Once run, the set of pareto optimal solutions is presented to the user
for further visualization and analysis. The illustrative optimization
of the present study was run over 50 generations with a population
size of 50.

The cut-off waste was selected as an optimization variable to
represent the adverse environmental impact of a certain design
solution, which should be minimized. To calculate the cut-off waste
[kg], the resulting matching pattern from the Hops component is
applied on the element stock to select the elements considered for
the current design configuration. The design’s part lengths are
subtracted from the lengths of these stock elements. The mass is
then calculated from the part length, stock cross-section and product
material density.

According to Brütting (2020), the financial price linked to the
disassembly, transport, testing, storing, and reassembly of the
elements of a certain design is represented by the mass [kg],
which was therefore chosen as an optimization variable. It refers
to the sum of all masses of the individual stock elements used for a
specific solution, without reduction of the cut-off waste, and is
calculated by multiplying the element’s volumes with the density.

To calculate the third optimization variable, the difference from
the baseline design [-], all the six design parameters (see Section 2.3.2),
normalized on a range between 0 and 1, are considered individually.
First, their individual differences from their initial user-settings are
calculated. Then, the absolute values of the results are added up.

2.3.6 Solution comparison
A scheme was set up to compare a chosen optimized reuse

solution with both the baseline new and baseline reuse designs from
various impact perspectives. It is used alongside the user interface of
the MOO solver and assists the user in making decisions between
possible designs in the pareto front.

To emphasize the optimization’s benefits, the prevented cut-off
waste in comparison to the baseline reuse scenario is calculated. This
amount is represented by the difference between the recorded cut-
off waste of the baseline reuse scenario and the optimized cut-off
waste of the optimized reuse scenario.

As a comparison to the baseline new scenario, the prevented
waste is displayed. It is represented by the total mass of the
optimized structure, being the amount of material to which an
additional use cycle is given when the optimized reuse scenario is
chosen instead of using new elements.

3 Results

3.1 DforD score

The calculated mass fractions of the element types are listed in
Table 4. For both case studies, the slab elements make up a mass
fraction of more than 90% of the element types considered.

The results for the indicators structural connections, damages
during disassembly and accessibility/independence are presented in
Figure 4 for each element type per case study.

Generally, the elements of the project Krokodil reach a higher
score compared to the ones of sue&til. The largest differences
between the assessments of the two projects occur in the
indicators damages during disassembly for the beams (sue&til:
0.70/Krokodil: 0.95) and in the indicators accessibility/
independence for the slabs (sue&til: 0.17/Krokodil: 0.35) and
outer walls (sue&til: 0.23/Krokodil: 0.50). Only the scores of the
slabs in the indicator damages during disassembly are identical for
both projects. In the overall reusability indicator, the individual
scores per element type of the two case studies are much closer to
each other (see Figure 5).

According to the proposed result intervals, the effort required to
reuse the outer wall elements of both case studies at the building’s
end-of-life is large, which is mainly due to their size. For slabs and
beams, the assessed effort is medium. The comparison of the results
for the different connection types is shown in Figure 6 by the
example of the most used slab element types per case study. In the
project Krokodil, beams are not only used to support the slab
elements in the middle of the building, but also at the building’s
envelope. For this reason, there are two additional columns in
Figure 6 for sue&til, where outer wall and window elements were
used to support the slabs at the envelope of the building. While the
slabs connected to inner wall elements reach comparable results for
both case studies (sue&til: 0.72/Krokodil: 0.71), there is a larger
difference for the ones connected to a RC core.

3.2 DfromD optimization tool

3.2.1 Tool output
The results of the illustrative optimization carried out in this

study, which considered column, beam, and slab elements from the
two case studies, are plotted in Figure 7 as a 3D representation of the
optimized reuse solutions in Octopus. For this example, a total
number of 50 generations, each consisting of 50 new solutions,
was run and 61 non-dominated solutions were found (indicated by
the gray surface). The three axes represent the three optimization
variables—cut-off waste (x), mass (y) and difference from the
baseline design (z)—that were minimized. For each variable, the
axis is constrained to the extents of the saved solutions. This means
that the point where the three axes cross is not at (0; 0; 0), but at
(12.39; 13,009.64; 0) in this case.

Four different points from the Pareto front were selected to
visualize the output of the Rhinoceros model. The first one (1) is the
baseline design, which is marked in yellow and is on the very right
side in the plot of Figure 7. As it uses the default design parameters, it

TABLE 4 Mass fractions element types.

Element type sue&til (%) Krokodil (%)

Slab 91.6 90.8

Outer wall 5.9 2.3

Beam 2.4 6.9
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inherently occupies the lower bound for objective 3. The solution
marked in blue (2) possesses the lowest cut-off waste from all the
solutions that were found. The solution marked in yellow, which is
closest to the z-axis (3), minimizes the mass variable the most. The
third yellow marked point (4) was chosen because it is the
best—both in terms of minimum cut-off waste and mass—that
has a value of 3 in one of the dimensional extents, which implies a
larger functional unit.

To clarify the dimensional differences between solution (2) and
(3), their models were overlaid with each other in Figure 8. The

building in red represents the minimum mass solution (3) and the
building in gray represents the minimum cut-off weight solution (2).
As an example for the suitable matching, there is a slab element with a
length of 7.10 m that appears 36 times in the stock. With a predefined
column radius of 0.15 m, the column spacing in x-direction was set to
3.40 m by the MOO in solution (2). In this way, one stock element of
length 7.10 m could be used for two slab elements in the design,
without any waste generation (2 × (3.40 m + 0.15 m) = 7.1 m).

The minimum cut-off waste solution (2), marked in blue in
Figure 7, was chosen to be further analyzed (illustrative optimization
results see Table 5).

The scheme described in Section 2.3.6 highlights different
benefits of the baseline reuse solution over both the baseline new
and baseline reuse designs for the illustrative optimization carried
out in the present study. By reusing elements instead of disposing
them, almost 21 t of GLT waste could be prevented. The cut-off
waste could be decreased from almost 360 kg to only around 12 kg
by choosing the optimized reuse instead of the baseline reuse design.

3.2.2 Performance analysis
The objectives of the MOO system were evaluated across its run.

Both the optimized values for cut-off waste andmass were compared
to their initial values after the first generation. A population size of
50 was chosen for this investigation. The results, visualized in
Figure 9, show that the cut-off point, where the effort for further
optimization is expected to exceed the value required for most users,
according to the elbow method (Bholowalia and Kumar, 2014),
appears after 20 generations.

The calculation method introduced in this study that
includes structural constraints indicates, in comparison to

FIGURE 4
Scores per element type for the indicators structural connections, damages during disassembly, and accessibility/independence and for the
resulting subcategory disassemblability.

FIGURE 5
Scores per element type for the indicator reusability.
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FIGURE 6
Scores for the indicator reusability of a slab element per connection type. Source element details: (Timbatec, 2019).

FIGURE 7
3D representation of the optimized solutions in Octopus. Axes: (x) cut-off waste, (y) mass, and (z) difference from the baseline design. The gray
surface represents the Pareto front. Illustrative optimum solutions: (1) baseline design, (2) minimum cut-off waste, (3) minimummass, and (4) minimum
cut-off waste and mass while having a value of 3 in one of the dimensional extents (extent x-direction, extent y-direction, or number of stories).
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the calculation method without structural constraints, a
different set of feasible solutions that are more viable for
construction. However, for the illustrative optimization the
results differ only slightly, as the minimum cut-off waste in
the calculation without structural constraints is 5% lower and
the minimum mass 2% lower than the values achieved with
structural constraints.

4 Discussion

The two practical methods developed in the present study, a
DforD score and a DfromD optimization tool, were both applied to
two case studies in Switzerland. This resulted in various findings in
terms of barriers within the design process related to timber element
reuse and strategies to overcome them. The results are discussed
individually for each practical method.

Regarding the DforD score application, the results of the mass
fraction calculations clearly show for both case studies that the slabs
constitute by far the largest part of the assessed element types. This
emphasizes the large effect that slab elements have when the DforD
score is used to make a statement about the whole building, and thus

generally endorses the approach of predominantly focusing DforD
practices on the elements with the greatest impact.

In general, the assessment of the elements with the DforD score
showed a higher variance between the two case studies in the results
for the disassemblability than for the reusability. This is mostly due to
the heavily weighted impact of the moisture class, which is considered
in the reusability and is the same for both projects. As Ehrhart et al.
(2021) showed, the time-dependent change of material properties of
GLT in moisture class 2 is not that severe, which could be taken as a
reason to decrease the impact of themoisture class in the DforD score.
However, more such long-term investigations with different materials
and under different conditions are needed.

In addition to the moisture class, also the effect of load history
might be considered in future development of the DforD score. The
duration of load effect, which causes higher damages on a timber
element with increased load and duration (Brandner and Ottenhaus,
2022), could be taken as a further subcategory for the reusability
assessment. Crews et al. (2008) developed an interim industry
standard, which grades reusable elements considering the
duration of load effect, and could therefore serve as a basis for
this subcategory. Regarding the durability of glues in laminated
timber elements, the influence of moisture on different glue types
and wood species has already been well studied (Musah et al., 2021;
Purba et al., 2022), while less research exists on the duration of load
effect on glues. As for the moisture class, more long-term
investigations are also needed for a systematized quantification of
the duration of load effect (Brandner and Ottenhaus, 2022).

The comparably low reusability scores of the outer wall elements
and the correlating categorization into a large effort for reuse can be
justified by their complexity and specific composition, which make
them difficult to reuse for another purpose. On one hand, the reuse
of large-sized and high quality elements (e.g., entire façade elements)
would be very impactful, but on the other hand it is linked to a large
risk regarding the availability due to multiple factors that need to
match exactly when the elements are required (matching supply
with demand), such as the demolition schedule or logistics (Salza
and Matériuum, 2020).

A main reason for the differences in the results of the slab
elements connected to a RC core in both case studies is their
contrasting sequence of construction processes as described in
section 2.1. As sue&til’s slab elements scored a higher reusability
compared to Krokodil’s, the method of pouring the RC cores first and
then adding the timber parts is considered the one to be preferred. In a
broader sense, a distinct separation between the RC and timber parts
is proposed, which complies with the findings of Hradil et al. (2014).

FIGURE 8
Comparison between minimum cut-off waste (gray) and
minimum mass (red) solutions.

TABLE 5 Optimized design parameters minimum cut-off waste solution (2).

Design parameter Tolerances Default values Optimized values

Column spacing x-direction [m] 3.00 to 4.00 3.50 3.40

Column spacing y-direction [m] 3.50 to 4.50 4.00 4.39

Extent x-direction [-] 2 to 3 3 2

Extent y-direction [-] 2 to 3 3 2

Room height [m] 2.40 to 2.60 3.50 2.60

Number of stories [-] 2 to 3 3 2
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Moreover, the higher variance within the reusability results for the
connections to the RC cores in comparison to the pure timber
connections implies less standardization for this connection types.
However, Klinge et al. (2019) stated that a higher standardization
leads to a higher acceptance for reuse, and Geldermans (2016)
highlighted that if connections are already standardized, it is less
important to standardize the dimensions of the connected elements.
Therefore, it is proposed to better standardize connections between
RC and timber parts.

The approach towards an interpretation of theDforD score’s results
by setting a reuse threshold at 0.5 might not reflect actual conditions.
Finding the exact values for the reuse threshold and the boundary
between the recycling and energy recovery strategy was beyond the
scope of the present study. Determining an applicable cut-off point will
require tuning with data from further DforD projects combining expert
opinions on the assessment. With the chosen threshold value of 0.5, all
elements considered in this study were quantitatively classified as
reusable, subject to an eventually required reuse effort (see proposed
interval-based interpretation in Section 2.2), which corresponds to the
author’s subjective judgement. Without stating any general validity, the
prime purpose of the DforD score creation was to propose a list of
indicators as comprehensive as possible to allow for comparability,
levels of hierarchy to highlight the dependence within the indicators,
and a workflow method to do the assessment.

It needs to be noted that the weighting of indicators and
subcategories are not tuned with empirical data but are proposals
based on the literature reviewed (Thormark, 2001; Hradil et al.,
2017; Pozzi, 2020) and the authors’ personal experiences. Therefore,
they can be seen as a starting point for further research and should
be verified and improved using empirical data of DforD
construction projects in the future.

In comparison to previous studies that were mainly focusing on
reused steel elements (Brütting, 2020; Kim and Kim, 2020), the
present DfromD optimization tool was created for a stock of timber
elements. The high potential for the reuse of such elements was
discovered in their ease of handling between two use cycles and in
their capability to temporarily store carbon. Moreover, a method
was formulated in the present study to consider 2D slab elements,

which is an extension of previous structurally integrated studies
where only reticular structures, such as trusses and frames, were
optimized. The optimization includes changes in the geometry
according to the availability of reusable elements, which is an
extension compared to the tool developed by Tomczak et al. (2023).

The choice of the optimization variables—minimizing cut-off
waste, mass, and difference from the baseline design—is justified by
the literature review conducted in this study. As reusing elements
without a change in shapewas discovered to be themost effective way to
reduce both the ecological and economic impacts (Kim andKim, 2020),
the minimum cut-off waste is believed to be an appropriate indicator.
Regarding theminimization of themass, there were three reasons found
for the justification of its inclusion in the optimization. Firstly, the mass
is an appropriate indicator for the price of a building according to
Brütting (2020). Secondly, since only one material type was considered
in the element stock, the GHG emissions are indirectly represented by
the mass. If there were different material types, their factors quantifying
the GHG emissions according to the KBOB database (KBOB, 2022)
would differ and thus the mass would not linearly correlate with the
total emissions. And thirdly, taking the prevented waste as an output of
the tool could lead to a rebound effect, as stated by Castro et al. (2022).
Namely, large building designs could be preferred so thatmore elements
are reused, and thus more waste is prevented. However, large buildings
generally have a greater adverse environmental impact. Therefore,
having the mass as a minimization variable counteracts this rebound
effect. The difference from the baseline design variable represents the
compromise the customer needs to make in comparison to the initially
intended design, which should be minimized. To increase the
informative value of this variable, the floor area, which could be
considered an important decision variable for the customer, could
be directly linked to it.

Even though the mass was taken as an optimization variable
representing the price, there was no direct economic comparison
between the optimized reuse and the baseline new scenario
implemented into the tool within the scope of this study. This
was due to the lack of specific data. However, in the current context,
the price per ton of reused elements is estimated to be higher than
the price per ton of new elements (Stricker et al., 2021). The life cycle
costing model proposed by Wouterszoon Jansen et al. (2020) could
be a possibility to include a quantification of the price into the tool. A
further consideration of the price refers to the operational costs, e.g.,
for heating or cooling, which increase with the size of a building. The
same consideration is valid for the operational GHG emissions.
However, neither of these values are directly considered in the tool
and thus represent a possible extension.

Some limitations regarding the tool’s accuracy were discovered. For
example, the column radius and slab thickness are initially defined and
not updated throughout the optimization, leading to less accurate
outputs of the tool. Predefining a slab thickness that deviates by, for
example, 6 cm from the actual slab thickness selected from the stock
during the optimization would lead to an inaccuracy in the story heights
of exactly these 6 cm. Consequently, the optimized column heights
would also differ by 6 cm from the truly intended ones. Moreover, the
design mass, which is calculated for the quantification of the prevented
waste, is also based on the initially set values of the column radius and
slab thickness.

The illustrative solutions generated by the tool tended to promote
simple designs with minimal dimensions, which was to be expected

FIGURE 9
Optimized values of cut-off waste andmass per generation in [%]
of the value after the first generation.
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because it is encouraged by both the minimization of the cut-off waste
and mass. Thus, the tool points out that the design with the lowest
environmental as well as economic footprint is usually the simplest.
However, the differences between the baseline new and the optimized
reuse scenarios of the illustrative optimization are very extreme. In
practice, a client of a designer using the tool, e.g., a builder, would
probably not agree on decreasing the building’s dimensions to this
extent. Therefore, industry implementations would rely on well-defined
minimal functional units to allow individual design parameters to use
the extremes of their range, but not all simultaneously. Even with such
an extension of the tool, the customer flexibility needed to be quite high,
because the dimensions of the optimized design might still differ from
the initially intended design.

The integration of structural analysis into the tool showed no large
change in the optimally matched (optimized reuse) solutions.
Nevertheless, structural reliability is still considered fundamental in
certain cases. Such cases could be, for example, a beam that was initially
supported in three points and afterwards only in two, or a column that
initially carried the loads of one overlying story and afterwards that of
three. A possible mechanism to partly overcome this issue and to
increase the structural redundancy would be to specify design criteria
whereby elements that were initially used in office buildings could be
used in their second use cycle only in residential buildings, which
typically have shorter spans. Moreover, the strength parameters used to
calculate the structural constraints for the optimization tool could be
reduced by factors accounting for the effects ofmoisture and duration of
load, which would ensure a more accurate element matching. This
possible extension is a suggestion for future research.

An element stock like the one assumed for this study does not
currently exist in Switzerland. The considered use case is thus not
fully realistic regarding an application in current practice. A further
consideration on the element stock concerns the interchangeability
of different element types. Since all the elements included in the
element stock are made of GLT, a column element, for instance,
could also be used as a beam or vice versa. However, if further
elements made of other material types, like the GL32h that were
excluded in the present study, were added to the stock, the
complexity of the tool’s matching process would drastically
increase due to the different material properties. The same
applies for elements of different strength classes, like the GL32h
beams and slabs that were treated as GL24h elements in the present
study for the sake of structural simplicity. With a higher complexity
of the tool, the individual elements could be reused at the optimal
level of their embedded use value. Meanwhile, to make the impact
quantifiable, the embedded use value needs to be implemented in
current life cycle assessment methods according to De Wolf et al.
(2020). An open issue is whether and to what extend an originally
GL24h graded element, for example, needs to be degraded,
considering its moisture and load history, in order to be reused
in a second use cycle (Niu et al., 2021).

5 Conclusion

The aim of this study was to evaluate strategies to facilitate a circular
design process of timber elements. The research focused on combining
circular strategies from a building’s start-of-life and end-of-life
perspective by developing both a practical DforD and DfromD

application. Timber slab, column, outer wall and beam elements
from the same case studies were used in the two applications.

The DforD score, which was developed to compare single elements
in terms of disassemblability and reusability, showed that the slab
elements are responsible for the largest fraction of impact in both
case studies and should thus be treated with special attention. Further,
the assessment of different connection types revealed that a distinct
separation of RC and timber parts, as well as a greater standardization of
the connections in between, are crucial for a higher element reuse
potential. A limitation of the scoringmethod is the degree of subjectivity
underlying it. Particularly, the definitions of what to conclude from
different scoring values, e.g., where the reuse threshold lies, would need
further analyses, including the integration of life cycle assessment
analysis. Moreover, the use of the score in a BIM software would
potentially lead to an upscale of the assessment and a wider application
of the comparison.

TheDfromDoptimization tool, whichwas developed to facilitate the
integration of reused elements into new designs, promotes building
layouts within dimensional tolerances that might differ largely from the
initially intended baseline design. As the minimum mass is one
minimization variable, besides the cut-off waste and the difference
from the baseline design, optimized reuse designs that are kept in the
lowest range of the dimensional tolerances result in the least amounts of
GHG emissions. While further developments in this direction are
required, the tool demonstrates which information the stock needs to
include to directly integrate its elements into a new design. Lastly, if the
tool were to be implemented into a BIM software, the stock lengths, other
element properties or even the elements’ prices could directly be retrieved
from there. This would allow the code to be better adaptable to new
element types and less dependent on the specific element stock, which
could lead to an overall increase in utilization of the tool. Moreover, the
tool could serve as a data link between the previous and the following use
phases of the individual elements by updating information, such as the
moisture and load history, in their material passports.

The DforD score and DfromD optimization tool each partially
close the research gap in the reuse related design process with timber
elements, and they serve as a basis for future research. The
mentioned extensions of both methods are considered as possible
drivers to upscale reuse of timber elements, by helping to move the
investor’s awareness to the used material and structural system,
changing the view from waste to resources, and seeing the use of
material as an investment.
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